Cerebral blood flow velocity and inflammatory response after severe traumatic brain injury.
The cerebral blood flow velocity (CBVF) was measured by transcranial Doppler sonography in patients with severe traumatic brain injury (TBI) in order to determine, whether it depends on the posttraumatic inflammatory response. CBVF in both middle cerebral arteries (MCA) was recorded in 25 comatous TBI patients (male 20; female five; mean age +/- standard deviation (S.D.), 41 +/- 20 years) and correlated to the levels of interleukine-(IL) 6, IL-8 and IL-10 in corresponding CSF/plasma samples, to PaCO2 and to intracranial (ICP), mean arterial (MAP) and cranial perfusion pressure (CPP). CSF IL-6 and IL-8 were clearly higher than the corresponding plasma levels (mean CSF/plasma quotient for IL-6: 159 +/- 582; for IL-8: 143 +/- 311). CBVF did not show large side-to-side differences at each examination indicating that CBFV in both MCAs was determined mostly by systemic conditions and not by severe regional abnormalities. Since all other evaluated variables including interleukines represent also systemic conditions we used the mean value (MCBFV) of both CBFVs for analysis. By stepwise regression analysis between MCBVF (mean +/- S.D., 80 +/- 26 cm/s) and the variables PaCO2 (33 +/- 4 mmHg), MAP (86 +/- 12 mmHg), ICP (20 +/- 11 mmHg), CPP (70 +/- 14 mmHg) and CSF or plasma IL-6, IL-8 and IL-10, it turned out that MCBFV correlated significantly with PaCO2 (r = 0.478; P < 0.01) and CSF IL-8 (r = -0.361; P < 0.05). When CPP is adequate for brain perfusion, CBFV in large brain supplying arteries depends predominantly on PaCO2 and shows only a slight association to intrathecal IL-8 levels. For clinical interpretation of CBFV data, the inflammatory response seems to be of minor relevance.